THE GATHERING

TIME ± ± ±...

WM. MILLER'S DREAM.

50,000 CASKET.

144,000 CASKET.

Who goes "OUT -???

Out of what - ???

OUT of the Hand of God?
OUT of the Truth?
OUT into Unity with the World?
OUT of the Lamb's Book of Life?
OUT of the Keeping of the Holy Spirit?
OUT of the Third Angel's Message?

IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR - "GO YE OUT!"

IN ORDER TO BE "IN" THE TRUTH!
Feb. 2, 1974. I woke up this Morning with the terrible urgency of the Shortness of Time. I know that Adventists have been talking on this Theme for 100 Years. I also know that now it is closer than we ever Believed, and getting closer every Day. I believe the 3-fold Union took place in KEY '73.

I wrote on "THE GATHERING TIME" some Years ago, and it aroused a great deal of Interest and many wanted extra Copies. We do not encourage Copies to people, as a Rule. We ask for Names to which to send two or three Mailings, then we go to new Names. So we are always in need of new Names. But perhaps we will try to fill the request for Copies of a Special Paper. That way, if we see one certain Paper disappears, we will write on that Subject again.

I realize I misspelled "FOREWORD" as well as "DISAPPEARS" - but these are the "DIRECT IMAGE MASTERS" that I did not think I would ever "MASTER" - but did learn to Print, so am using this Method again, and it is not easy to erase Mistakes. So perhaps I will just go back up there and put in an "E"........

I thank the Lord for Health and a clear Mind, the Doctor tells me I am a "New man" since going on 3 gr. of [Iodine] THYROID - a day. And for once in my Life getting the WHEATGERM, FLAXSEED, SESAME SEED, POPPY SEED, CHIA SEED, MOLASSES, BREWER'S YEAST - that I always wanted. With which no MEAT and no PILLS are needed. I do not grind the Seeds, for they at once go Rancid. Animals eat them whole - why not man? Places that cure Cancer - grind Grains + Bake them in-the-same-Hour! I notice that Elijah did that also. Daily - no left-overs. That is what those do who cure Cancer. Do you get the NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION BULLETIN? Or do you prefer the Bull in the Adventist Journals? Do you get the CANCER JOURNAL? PREVENTION? Thank God for them! Thank God for them! Years ago we were the "LUNATIC FRINGE" - now the "ANTI-POLLUTION" Movement has given us some Respectability. When HALF the Life in the Sea is DEAD - may the Lord come to "DESTROY those who DESTROY the Earth."
THE GATHERING TIME.

"September 23d, the Lord showed me that he had stretched out his hand the second time to recover the REMNANT of his people, and that efforts must be redoubled in this GATHERING TIME. In the SCATTERING TIME Isreal was smitten and torn; BUT NOW IN THE GATHERING TIME God would heal and bind up his people. In the SCATTERING, efforts made to spread the truth had but little effect, accomplished but little or nothing; but in the GATHERING when God has set his hand to GATHER the people, efforts to spread the truth will have their desired effect. All will be united and zealous in the work. I saw that it was a SHAME for any to refer to the SCATTERING for examples to govern us now in the GATHERING; for if God does no more for us now than he did then, Israel would never be GATHERED." EW 74.

[But the above is NOT from EW 74. It is from the ORIGINAL "PRESENT TRUTH" Series p.86-7. In EW 74 it was plucked out, and put in entirely OUT of CONTEXT, out of THOUGHT + SETTING. No wonder she was supposed to have said as she held EW in her hands: "What have they done to my Book?" No wonder she took SC to an outside Firm AFTER 1888. For the Battle of 1888 was over the CHANGING of the Inspired Writings by URIAH SMITH and Company. Some of what went on there with JONES + WAGGONER, she did not know about it till YEARS LATER. And then took a stand against them.]

[Some things they rushed to her attention in 1888, which was NOT of such terrible importance to her as it was to them, she refused outright + point-blank to be drawn into the Argument in 1888. See p.290-302, "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" A.V.Olson. BBH - $5.00.]

WHAT IS THE GATHERING TIME?

There could hardly be any more important Question. That is why we face the complete Horror of trying to Understand it from the man-made "SELECTIONS" and CONGLOMERATE, with man-made and misleading "TITLES" or "APPENDIXES" or Chapters split in two, or Chapters 1 and 2 being pried apart, and another Chapter or part of a Chapter taken from who knows where, and plastered in between. NOW - try to UNDERSTAND it!

Words changed, words left out. And their attempt to WHITE-WASH what they did falls pretty flat on its face when she wrote: "I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out." RH A5:110. Jan.26,1905. "NOT A WORD is CHANGED or denied." B7:57. 1905. B 202-3. "DO NOT GIVE CREDENCE to unauthorized reports as to what Sr. White has done or said or WRITTEN. If you desire to know what the Lord has revealed through her - READ her PUBLISHED WORKS." 5T 696. 1889. [And that would NOT be some Conglomerate shuffled together that she NEVER SAW - never DREAMT of, "SELECTED" after she was long DEAD! That could hardly be called HER = "PUBLISHED WORKS." Published BY HER!]

WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH THE 'GATHERING TIME' - ???

It has everything to do with it. Often the Prophet himself does not know the Time of the Application of the things he wrote.

WHAT WAS THE SETTING OF THE ORIGINAL?

You find the Key-Reference - Wm. Miller's Dream of the "GATHERING TIME" put into EW on p.81. Then the Testimony covering this, is put in EW on p.74.

WHEREAS = the ORIGINAL had Wm. Miller's Dream in PT ["PRESENT TRUTH" Series] on p.73. Printed in OSWEGO, N.Y. May, 1850.] FOLLOWED by the "GATHERING TIME" testimony on p.86. Printed in PARIS, ME. November, 1850. [Who has $500.00 to have the PT Series reprinted?]

IN THE MEANTIME = you can get a small part of it in the R&H ARTICLES [6 Big Books for about $85.00 Special.] See Book #1. RH Al:9-12. These are the ORIGINAL "EARLY WRITINGS" from which the fake Book was put together all mixed up. And this Rebellion surfaced in 1883 when they passed the GC Resolution to openly + defiantly CHANGE her Writings! EGW-MR 65,80.
WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE?
"THE GATHERING TIME" put AFTER the "WM. MILLER DREAM" — connects the two together. Putting the "WM. MILLER DREAM" AFTER the "GATHERING TIME" as it does in EW 81,74 — BREAKS the CONNECTION and even may give the Impression of speaking of two different Events. Events are now of great Interest to many of our people, who want to know what they are "... in their Order." What is coming next?

WHAT IS THE GATHERING TIME?
JAMES WHITE WROTE in PT 25-9. ("PRESENT TRUTH" Sept. 1849.)"But the time has come for the Sabbath to be proclaimed more fully, and the breach repaired. The 58th. chapter of Isaiah commences thus — "CRY ALOUD, spare not, lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, and shew my people their transgressions"... belongs JUST BEFORE, and preparatory to, the day of destruction by the 7 Last Plagues... just before the 4 Angels let loose the 4 Winds, that the Israel of God may keep the whole Law, and be SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God, which will enable them to "stand in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD."

"Howl, ye shepherds, and cry; and wallow yourselves in the ashes, ye principle of the flock: for the days of YOUR SLAUGHTER and of your DISPERSIONS are accomplished; and ye shall fall like a pleasant vessel. And the shepherds shall have NO WAY to flee, nor the principle of the flock to ESCAPE." Jer.xxv:34-5.

"This is when "evil shall go forth from nation to nation, and a great whirlwind shall be raised up from the coasts of the earth," and when the "slain of the Lord shall be from one end of the earth, even unto the other end of the earth," and when "they shall NOT be lamented, neither GATHERED, nor buried..."

"God has promised to GATHER the feeble scattered flock... The SCATTERING has been from the true position; and the GATHERING will be to the present true position. The saints are to be GATHERED into the unity of the faith... They will all be united on the great SEALING TRUTH." PT 25-9. JW.

DID SR. WHITE WRITE ANYTHING AT THIS TIME?
"We have but a little space of time left... for the Salvation of the SCATTERED + torn flock of Jesus. Those who make a covenant with God by sacrifice now, will soon be GATHERED home... SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God... must be done BEFORE Jesus leaves the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary." PT 31-2. [LEFT OUT OF EW 48 at this Point = that in the SEALING there will be a World-wide PESTILENCE among those NOT GATHERED, NOT SEALED. "Soon the DEAD + DYING will be all around us." Same. September, 1849.]

WHAT DID SHE WRITE NEXT?
She dwells on the same Theme. PT 34-5. December, 1849.

Again the burden for the "SCATTERED" flock. SCATTERED in 1843-4.

"... SCATTERED in consequence of erroneous views."

WHAT DID DAVID ARNOLD WRITE - Dec. 16, 1849? PT 41-6.
He made this part + parcel of the 10 Virgin Parable. The "GATHERING" of the "WISE" = "... to GATHER his elect from the 4 Winds, under heaven, and DESTROY the WICKED, and BURN UP their city." PT Dec. 1849.

WHAT WAS THE BEAUTIFUL TESTIMONY - March 1850? PT 64.
"If we are firmly fixed upon the PRESENT TRUTH, and have our hope, like an anchor of the soul, cast within the second vail, the various WINDS of false doctrine and error cannot move us. The excitements + false re-formations of this day DO NOT MOVE US, for we KNOW that the Master of the house rose up in 1844, and SHUT THE DOOR of the first apartment of the heavenly tabernacle; and now we certainly expect that they will "go with their Flocks," "to seek the Lord; but they shall not find him; he hath withdrawn himself (within the second vail. EGW) from them." The Lord has shown me that the power which is with them is a mere human influence, and not the power of God... I saw that our message is not to the shepherds who have led the flock astray, but to the poor hungry, SCATTERED sheep. In hope, EGW." PT 64. RH A1:21. March 1850.

WHAT DID JAMES WHITE WRITE - April 1850? PT 65-71.
This is the first time there was any indication that
the Roman Catholic Church was NOT the "BABYLON", nor any part of the "BABYLON" of 1844. Rev.14. That the "REMNANT" are the SEALED 144,000 Saints, "SEALED" and "GATHERED" just before the Coming of Jesus. That this is the Call to the "PHILADELPHIA CHURCH, or church of Brotherly Love, in the fall of 1844. "To this CHURCH it is said - "Behold, I have set before thee an OPEN "DOOR."... This angel delivers the LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY to the SCATTERED flock; therefore, it is the SEALING MESSAGE. The next EVENT in their history, which immediately follows, is the Day + Night cry of God's elect or SEALED ONES. (Luke xviii,7.)... THE THIRD ANGEL'S SEALING MESSAGE... "A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee. Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of the wicked." Ps.xci,7,8. We may now see the great SEPARATION into TWO CLASSES... (EASTER-SUNDAY) No longer hug to your bosom this child of the "mother of harlots," as an holy thing of heavenly birth." JW. PT. 65-9. 1850.

WHAT DID ELDER MARSH WRITE AT THIS POINT? PT 69-71.
"Voice of Truth Extra," Dec.25,1844 speaking against the Great Whore and her "HOLY DAYS so-called."
"DOMINICAL DAY, which some now call the Lord's day, or Sunday, but he calls it the DOMINICAL DAY... There came also a legate from the pope, with a sword and a purple hat, to grant indulgences + privileges... The first-day Sabbath, then, stands without any Scripture foundation, but upon the same ground as Easter, Whitsuntide or Christmas... the first day was called the queen of days... There is more of this wretched stuff... DOMINICAL DAY, and other festivals of the saints."

WHAT DID SR.WHITE WRITE AT THIS POINT? PT 71-2.
She wrote of the SEALING, of disposing of possessions to help spread the "SWIFT MESSENGERS" with the SEALING TRUTH for soon = "... the overflowing scourge would pass over and sweep their possessions all away, and then it would be TOO LATE to sacrifice earthly goods, and lay up a Treasure in Heaven... that they might be SEALED with the SEAL of the Living God." PT 71-2.
[If you will notice - there is no FLOCK as such, no CHURCH ready to go through. But it is the CHURCH of the 144,000 to be "GATHERED."] -6-
WHAT COMES IN AT THIS POINT? PT 73-5. May 1850.
WM, MILLER'S DREAM. Many more details and remarks
than as recorded in EW 81-3.

WHAT IS THIS DREAM ABOUT?
[It must be borne in mind that much, and even all of
some of the early writings by JW were written jointly
with EGW or under her Supervision. Thus we lose much
of Wm. Miller's dream when the men "... WHOM WE TODAY
REVERE AS OUR SPIRITUAL FOREFATHERS" (Sounds like Froom!]
"A Word to the Little Flock" WTF "Foreword."]

[In which they torn down JW, and is why they refused to
print WTF for 25 years! And then added that dastardly
"Foreword" to make it of non-effect because they hated
JW with perfect Hatred. So these men "... whom we
REVERE" left out the FOOTNOTES in EW 81-3, as they also
did in EW 269-273, dealing with the same Subject - the
"SHAKING" - STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" -
"...upon which the DESTINY of THE CHURCH hangs." EW 270.
[Missing Footnotes found 1T 180-2.]

WHAT IS THE DREAM ABOUT?
A "Casket." PT 73. EW 81.

WHAT ABOUT THIS CASKET? WHAT DOES CASKET REPRESENT?
"THE CHURCH is very precious in His sight. IT IS THE
CASE which contains his JEWELS, the FOLD which encloses
his FLOCK." 6T 261,309. "I found it filled with all
sorts + sizes of Jewels, Diamonds, precious Stones,
and Gold + Silver coin..." EW 81. PT 73: May 1850.

WHAT DO JEWELS + PRECIOUS COIN REPRESENT?
It represents both precious, Members - "LIVING STONES"
for the Spiritual Building, but also the TRUTHS that
make them Shine. In the Casket they were in Order and
in their Place. A Joy to Behold. EW 82. PT 74. This
is what came forth in 1844. This is the Dream.

THEN WHAT HAPPENED TO SPOIL THE PICTURE?
The people came in, re-arranged the precious Truths,
took the Jewels out of the Casket, and "SCATTERED"
them, bringing in "SPURIOUS" + "COUNTERFEIT" + "FALSE"
Jewels + Coin together with "DIRT" + "RUBBISH." Mixed
everything up and out of Order.

WHAT IS THE "COUNTERFEIT" - ???
-7-
WHAT IS RUBBISH - ???
"False converts" - "Strange children" - "The dirt and shavings, sand and all manner of RUBBISH," represent the various and numerous ERRORS... since... 1844.... MESMERISM seven feet deep... blasphemy... Many... who drank down the poison of SPIRITUALISM... "DAMNABLE HERESIES, even denying the Lord that bought them"... "by reason of whom the Way of Truth will be evil spoken of."... "To this catalogue of Errors... the 144,000 of Rev.vii,4;xiv,1, those who "arose and came out of the graves... the NO-WORK doctrine." PT 74 Footnotes.


"THE TREASURY OF THE JEWELS OF TRUTH IS OPEN TO ALL"=
"Behold. I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR," the Lord declares,[as there are 100 other References, pointing again to "OPEN DOOR" PHILADELPHIA! The Last saved Church. Laodicea is the Church of the "JUDGING" but the Saints come not into Judgment, they are Pardon-ed. It is the LAST CHURCH that comes to the Door - TOO LATE! And is LOST! It is the FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH.]

"... an OPEN DOOR... and no man can shut it." No sword guides the way through this Door. Voices from WITHIN and at the Door say, COME.... the PEARL of great price." COL 117.

"The great danger with our people has been that of... making flesh their arm. Those who have not been in the habit of searching the Bible for themselves, or weighing evidence, have confidence in the LEADING MEN, and accept the decisions they make, AND THUS MANY WILL REJECT the very messages God sends to His people, if these LEADING BRETHREN do not accept them... I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and no man can shut it." EVEN - IF - ALL - OUR - LEADING - MEN should refuse Light + Truth, the Door will still remain OPEN. The Lord will raise up men who will give the people the MESSAGE for this Time." TM 106-7,127. 1893 GW 126.

"THE DUST + RUBBISH OF ERROR have buried the precious Jewels of Truth, but the Lord's workers can UNCOVER these Treasures, so that thousands will look upon them with delight + awe... TRUTHS that have been for
ages unseen + unheeded, will blaze forth from the illuminated pages of God's holy word. THE CHURCHES generally that have heard, refused, and trampled upon the Truth, will do MORE WICKEDLY; but the "WISE", those who are HONEST, will UNDERSTAND... At the LOUD CRY of the angel from Heaven who JOINS the Third Angel, THOUSANDS will AWAKE from the stupor that has held the World for Ages, and will see the beauty and value of Truth...

[And this will be answered in the pages of the R&H by articles declaring all "NEW LIGHT" is "BLACK LIGHT." Not knowing that "BLACK LIGHT" reveals precious JEWELS and MINERALS in the Mining World. NONE are so BLIND as those who refuse to See.]

[And the very next Article gave some of the most precious LIGHT the World has ever seen, but the BLIND LAODICEAN prefers the English-Jew Religion of FROOM-BRINSMEAD-JARNES-WRIGHT-MAXWELL-FAGAL-SPURGEON= "NO CHARACTER-CHANGE TILL CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES!"

HERE IS REAL LIGHT THE "JEWS" WILL NOT ACCEPT = "Earnest, untiring, persevering EFFORTS must be put forth by every one who succeeds in BUILDING up a CHARACTER for Eternity... we may FORM Characters... He will give you fresh supplies of GRACE day by day. Your dependence must be continual, your obedience unceasing... But the wants of the soul are not to be supplied unless we feel our NEED, and ASK for the things we lack...

"The EASY position so PLEASING to the CARNAL heart is, that Christ has-done-all, that personal STRIVING is unnecessary, and would be an evidence of UNBELIEF. But the Bible tells us to WORK out our own Salvation with fear + trembling. SELF-COMPLACEMENT will never save us. Those who IMAGINE that because Christ has done all that is necessary in the way of MERIT, there remains NOTHING for them to DO in the way of COMPLYING with the CONDITIONS. [This is where JONES went out of his Mind. On that very Point. SM 1:377. 1893.] [As do all who follow him, being "CARNAL."]

"... are deceiving their own souls. There are HIGHER ATTAINMENTS for us. [FROOM + BRINSMEAD are forever sneering at "ATTAINING" - !!!!]

-9-
"There are higher ATTAINMENTS for us." Besetting sins must be BATTLED with and OVERCOME. Objectionable traits of CHARACTER... should be firmly RESISTED + OVERCOME... Day by day, and hour by hour, there must be a vigorous PROCESS of self-denial and of SANCTIFICATION going on WITHIN." FCE 136. (That is the END of Brinsmead!)

"Perfection of Character is ATTAINED through exercise of the faculties of the Mind... by OBEDIENCE to every requirement of God's LAW... they may ATTAIN perfection of Character." SM 2:161,23.] and 200 more!

"There are higher ATTAINMENTS for us." When He comes He is not to cleanse us of our Sins, to REMOVE from us the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, or to CURE us of the infirmities of our Tempers + Dispositions. IF-WROUGHT-FOR-US AT-ALL, this work will all be accomplished BEFORE that Time... No work will THEN be done for them to REMOVE their DEFECTS + give them holy CHARACTERS... This is ALL to be done in these Hours of Probation. It is NOW that this work is to be accomplished for us... It is HERE that this work is to be accomplished... [The END of Maxwell, Froom, RDB, FTW, CLEVELAND + Company.]

"Man has Fallen; and it will be the WORK of a LIFE-TIME, be it longer or shorter, to RECOVER from that Fall, and REGAIN... IF-HE-WILL-WALK-IN-THE-LIGHT. He will not come to the Light lest his DEEDS shall be REPROVED." (Which he will turn around and fouly call "Condemning" - "Accusing" - "Finding Fault" - none of which do any of the FROOMS want! Nor HEPPENSTALL.)
2T 355-6,448-9. 1870.

"There are higher ATTAINMENTS for us. Are we indeed channels of LIGHT to the World? Then how important that we SEEK perfection of CHARACTER... that they also might be SANCTIFIED through the TRUTH."... ALARM the soul, and cause men to CONSIDER where they STAND." RH A1:573-5. Dec.15. Dec.22, 1885.

"Now they were urged to begin BUILDING wisely + for Eternity, casting aside the RUBBISH of Apostasy... using as FOUNDATION material the pure GOLD...SILVER... PRECIOUS STONES - FAITH + OBEEDIENCE + GOOD WORKS - which ALONE are acceptable in the sight of a Holy God." PK 409,410. 1917. [Thank God for this Light!]
WHAT IS THE GATHERING TIME?
It is the SEALING TIME. "Satan... is full of anger because he cannot BIND the people of God into BUNDLES with the World." TM 39. 1893.

HOW DOES THIS GATHERING TAKE PLACE? THE SEALING?
The very opposite of what the Church expects. The Church is Looking for the "Latter Rain" - the "Loud Cry" to bring in "An Innumerable Multitude that no man can NUMBER" to JOIN the Adventist Church!

IS THAT NOT THE WAY IT WILL COME?
"A LIE, believed, practiced, becomes a Truth to THEM. These are false gods." TM 364.

"Let me tell you that the Lord will work in this last work... CONTRARY to any human planning." TM 300. 1885. [WEBSTER= Contrary: The very OPPOSITE of.]

WHAT IS HUMAN PLANNING?
Human [FROOM-HOUTEFFF] planning calls for the Laodiceans to give a STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the World! And if they join the Adventist Church, they are SAVED + SEALED!

BUT HOW DOES IT GO?
It goes "CONTRARY" to any human Planning! COL 406[416] reveals a mysterious before-unheard-of "PROCESSION" that comes out of Nowhere in the 11th. Hour and at Midnight, the Darkest Hour the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" is to the Laodiceans, not from the Laodiceans! Not from the the likes of FROOM or HOUTEFFF.

IS THIS A REPEAT OF HISTORY?
Yes. It was the same with the Jews, both Past + Present. Also Sabbath-keepers. Also non-Pork eaters. Also thought "SPEWN OUT!" meant "GOING THRU!" They looked for their "LATTER RAIN" to also elevate them above the Nations. To become the "HEAD + NOT THE TAIL!" [A Catholic Slogan.]
NOTHING would be more Humiliating to such a people than to be forced to their Knees to take SECOND-PLACE and have to "JOIN" those they Despise! If they want to be Saved at all! Those who "say they are JEWS, but who LIE, and ARE NOT!" 100 years of raw Hatred for the "OUTCASTS" of Israel will not set well with them when He comes to "GATHER the OUTCASTS" who are the "REMNANT" that He "GATHERS" from the 4 Corners of the EARTH! Isa.11:11-2. 37:31. 65:5. 56:8. Jer.8:2. 11:23. Ps. 147:2. RH A5:398.
HOW DOES THE GATHERING START?
Here is where URIAH SMITH - FROOM - HOUTEFP, and all who go by them, are off the Beam. Here is where it is really "CONTRARY TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING."

It begins by: "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING." [And AFTER that - the WHEAT.] So why be so quick to JOIN the first FALSE EXCITEMENT that comes along, such as uniting with BILLY GRAHAM for his 3-fold Union as the CATHOLICS + ADVENTISTS UNITED with the BLACKS in "KEY '73!" The BEAST, the FALSE PROPHET and the WHORE. A Big Circus that Fizzled!

WHAT DO THEY GATHER ON?
The Doctrines are clearly Catalogued + Listed in GC 464-473, 444-5, 606-8. Also called the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" in Seventh-day Adventist Ranks. SM 1:193-208.

WHAT ARE TWO COUNTS IN WHICH ADVENTIST LEADERS ARE WRONG?
[1] They think they are the Church to which the World must come. That they will do the "GATHERING."
[2] They ignore the "SCATTERING" - also called the "SHAKING" after which, and not before which, the Lord's "GATHERING TIME" comes. "CONTRARY to any human planning." TM 300.

WHAT IS THEIR BASIC ERROR?
Adventists will tell you, knowingly + wisely = that where-there is a "COUNTERFEIT" there HAS to be a Genuine! In other words, a "COUNTERFEIT" comes, and they are the "GENUINE!" That way, the "COUNTERFEIT" - the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" - the "MIDNIGHT HOUR OF DARKNESS" - the "MIDNIGHT CRY" and all - just HAS to come OUTSIDE of THEM! Very nice for a THEORY - as the Jews THEORIZED that they also would WIN! But if the THEORY is WRONG, the place of Security would be a DEATH-TRAP! And the only Remedy is: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Go ye OUT in Time! When the ABOMINATION that maketh desolate is set up in the Holy Place!

IS THERE NO GENUINE WHEN THE COUNTERFEIT COMES?
"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME." GC 464. [Obviously, something that is to "COME" - is not something that is HERE! Only a Moron would look for Uncle Bill to "COME" - go down the road looking for him - when he is sitting in the best Chair in the Parlor! He came HOURS ago!] -12-
[So why look for the GENUINE MOVEMENT TO "COME!" - if the GENUINE MOVEMENT IS "HERE!" - ??? IS IT???

IT IS NOT!
"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME."

AND BEFORE THAT?
"... and BEFORE the Time for such a Movement shall come, (Satan) will endeavor to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT." GC 464.
[1] COUNTERFEIT.
[2] GENUINE.

WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH THE GATHERING TIME?
"Let both grow TOGETHER until the HARVEST: and in the TIME-OF-HARVEST [SEALING] I will say to the Reapers, GATHER ye together FIRST the Tares, and bind them in BUNDLES..." Matt.13:30.

"SATAN... is full of anger because he cannot BIND the people of God into BUNDLES with the World." TM 39.

WHAT IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?
"GATHER yourselves ±[Evangelism self-power. Not the Lord's gathering, but "YOURSELVES" - in "KEY '73"]

"GATHER yourselves together, yea, GATHER together, O Nation [Denomi-Nation] NOT DESIRED; BEFORE the Decree bring forth, [before the Sunday-Law!] ... before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon YOU." FOOTNOTE REFERENCES LEFT OUT OF EW 270 but found in 1T 180.

WHAT HAPPENS THEN?
The Laodiceans "RISE UP" against this Testimony, and this will cause a Shaking in the 10 Virgin Church as the Wise LEAVE the Foolish forever.

"The people of God are Sighing + Crying for the ABOMI-
NATIONS done... they are regaining the Strength + Nobil-
ity of CHARACTER... THE DESPISED REMNANT." 5T 474-5.

"Not one of us will ever receive the SEAL of God while our CHARACTERS have one spot or stain upon them. It is LEFT WITH US to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the soul... Then the LATTER RAIN will Fall upon us... The Angel is to place a Mark upon the fore-
head of all who are SEPARATED from SIN + SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will follow." 5T 214,505,511.
DA 152. SG 2:201. RH A2:255. -13-
HOW DOES THIS FIT WITH WM. MILLER'S DREAM?

[1] There was a Casket, the Church - 50,000 strong.
[2] This 1844 Church or Casket was torn to little bits, all its Truths trampled under Foot by the AWAKENING coming in with their worship OUT of the Most Holy Place. Finally accepted by the General Conference in Session. R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9. Dr. Leslie Harding. Same as RDB-FTW.
[3] But there is no SEALING, no BLOTTING OUT OF SINS all worship is "USELESS" out of the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary. This is the Third Angel's Message and it is the Third Angel that SEALS or BINDS the WHEAT for the Heavenly Garner. EW 48,58, 254-6,261,78,273,89.
[4] The Delusions of Satan will be accompanied by POWER such as the World has NEVER SEEN! Imagine Satan IN PERSON! When was that ever seen before? He will give POWER to those worshipping OUT of the Most Holy Place! EW 56. 1846 Broadside. To those who have "departed from the Faith."
[5] The Wm. Miller casket, the 1844 PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH [GC 430.] the 50,000 strong were torn by FALSE DOCTRINE until that Casket-Church was no more. When the Lord sets His hand again the SECOND TIME to GATHER His people, a Casket MUCH LARGER comes forth, it has to be 3 Times as large to hold 144,000. EW 83.
[6] We see the World falling for the Power + the Delusions of those who have "Departed from the Faith" so they even bring down "Fire from God out of Heaven" - "These works of apparent healing will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53-4. It will seem the whole World will be taken in the Snare and be on that Train. EW 88. Except the 144,000 Philadelphians.
[7] Then the Winds are let loose and all who refused the Midnight Cry: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" will be destroyed. 5T 211. "A Companion of POOLS will be DESTROYED... DESTROYED for lack of JUDGMENT!"
[8] Let us "SHOUT FOR JOY!" with Wm. Miller as he saw 144,000 who would be on that Path cast high above the Earth. SEALED with the LAW + the Third Angel's Message. PT 75. Footnotes. TM 444-7.
[9] The "GATHERING-SEALING TIME" is when the YAHVISTS and JEWS are on such a tear to go to Old Jerusalem. EW 74-5. EGW-MR 44. R&H. Oct. 5, 1851. PT 87. SG 2:201.
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ONE OF THE GREAT THINGS OF THE "GATHERING-SEALING" IS =
Uriah Smith wanted "FORCE" so much he and Confederates
slipped in "FORCE!" "ENFORCEMENT!" "ENFORCING!" -
6 TIMES! Where the Original never had it ONCE! GC 448-9.
L884 SOP 4:281.

HOW DOES THE SEALING-GATHERING COME - ???
By "FORCE?" "Silently, unnoticed as the Midnight
Thief, will come the decisive hour which marks the
fixing of every man's destiny, the final withdrawal
of mercy's offer to guilty men. "Watch ye therefore!"
GC 491. 1884 SOP 4:315.

[What a difference to know the Truth and be Ready! In-
stead of looking for SIGNS + OMENS + FORCE! But the
Door will be Closed, the Sunday-Law [FORCE!] comes AFTER
Probation is over. 9T 97. 6T 400-4. 2T 191. 3T 271.]

FORCE! comes because of the 7 Last Plagues! EW 36.
GC 628-631. If you are looking for "FORCE" or SIGNS or
OMENS before you take the Right + Unpopular side,
perhaps you will have to be of those who Wail:
"... it is TOO LATE. The last Call has been made. The
WAIL is heard: "The Harvest is past, the summer is end-
ed, and we are not Saved." Jer.8:20." 7T 16. 2T 243.

"... but many of the WATCHMEN are ASLEEP. THEY are as
the BLIND leading the BLIND... Who among our Teachers
are AWAKE... are giving the Trumpet a certain Sound?
Who are proclaiming the Message of the Third Angel...
The Message we bear has the SEAL of the Living God...
Those who receive this LIGHT will comprehend it;
those who do not receive it will walk in DARKNESS."
6T 166. 1900.
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